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as when it is
d ressed up as sincerity.
-K ierkegaard

Evil, mediocrity is
never so dangerous
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Nemeth A-n nounces
Evaluation Changes
by Betty Wetzler

John Nemeth , chairman of
Student Organization's Evaluation
Committee has announced the
committee's plans to begin a
pil ot-program next week for a
course and teacher evaluation of
the past Fall semester. The
program will attempt to have last
semester's courses and professors
evaluated by the students enrolled
in all courses taught by all
instructors. The success of this
pilot program will allow a second
evaluation to be made available
before the coming Fall semester.
In the past , simila r projects have
been attempted without sufficie nt
success to make publication of the
evaluation truly valid .

the number of students enrolled
in the particular course as well as
the numb er of students who were
pr e sent to c o mpl e te the
questionn aire.
Following the same pattern as
the State University of Buffa lo,
the questionnaires will be given to
t he stu d ents , asking several
questions about the course with
several possible re sponses for the
st ud en t to choose from in
a n sw e r i ng. Th is allows fo r
perce ntages to be drawn up fo r
each question. Students are also
giv en t he o pp ort unit y to
comment freely on the course.
Th ese res p o n ses a re made
available to the instructor fo r his
A complete course and teacher personal reference .
A final questioning involves the
eval u at ion will be used in
conjunction with the proposed pro fe ssor himself. Each faculty
change in course selection for the member will be given a fa ct sheet
Fall 1970 semester . In September, to complete. The fa ct sheet
students will be able to make up provides " specifics" about the
their own schedules , choose their instru ctor ' s course; a brief
own professors, and select a description of the course by the
maj o r ity of their courses, instructor himself, what is
a c co rding to availabilit y . expected of the student , and what
Therefore, the publishing of the the instructor 's past experience
results of this program will be an w ith the course has been.
invaluable aid to the student in
The Co u rse and Teacher
deciding what course and Evaluation Committee has
professor he wishes to take .
requested each teacher to handle
the distribution and collection of
After careful study of course
the student questionnaires for his
a nd tea c her evalu a tion
own course. February 16th
pub l i ca tion s from o th e r
through the 18th has been
un ive r sities ( a mong th e m :
tentatively set aside by the
Col umb ia , Prin ceton, NYU ,
committee
as the days on which
University of Pennsylvania) , the
all questionnaires and fa ct sheets
committee has decided upon the
procedu re for evalua tion used in will be completed . Class time will
the Student Guide at the State be used for th is step in the
University of Buffalo. This evaluation to ass ure objectivity,
evaluation booklet was chosen to an accurate sampling of stud ents ,
and a high ra te of return (the
serve as a model because of its
committee hopes fo r no less than
obj ective method of pre sen ting
80% returns.) .
the questionnaire result s thro ugh
The returned qu estionnaires
percentages. It also makes known
(l 'onllnu eJ o n Pa!!c f:,)

Facu lty Senate members at recent senate meeting.

Faculty Senate Approves
Physical Ed for Men
By 0 . W. Harold

Faculty S e nat e at their
February 5 meeting approved the
r e commen d ation of their
Curriculum Committee to
establish a Physical Education
major which . will now include
men, for a full time degree on the
Undergradua te level. This major
program in physical education is
designed to provide professional
preparation for men and women
in physical education in the public
schools of New Jersey. The
certification of graduates will
p e rmit them to tea c h
Kindergarten through Senior year
in High school, to develop and
or ganize qualit y intramural
programs in both elementary and
secondary schools and to provide
highest levels of coaching in
interscholastic athletics fo r bo th
men and women.
The inclusion of male students
in the major program is thought

Teach-in Scheduled For Earth Day
Quoting Thomas

Jefferson's

statement "the earth belongs to
the living," Dr. Nathan Weiss,
acting president of Newark State
comntitted the college's resources
in the wa r against environmental
pollution . Speak ing at a Board of
Tru stees meeting, the president
went on to note that "April 22
has been designated as 'Earth
Day ', and Newark State pl ans
acti ve ob ser v a n ce a nd
participation in the national
teach-in activi ties scheduled for
that day ." He went on to indicate
"t h e co .lege communi ty of
Newark State is inviting industrial
and civic leaders as well as all
concerned citizens, to join in the
activities of the day."
The philosophy of the Teach-in
on the Newark State campus will

be not only to educate people as
to h ow the environment is being
abused , but what they can do
about it. It is in this direction th at
the program will be geared .
Some prop osa ls fo r the
Teach-in were discussed at a
recen t meeting. Don Maroun ,
Student Ac t ivit i e s advisor,
s ugg es t e d th a t t h e college
c o mmunit y d e v e lop a n
e duc a tion a l r eso ur ce o n
environmental studies th at can be
used by the general community .
Profess or Keller of the Science
Dept. suggested th at the Teach-in
program direct its effort on only
one area of poll ution .
A mee ting will be held on
T ues d ay , Feb ruary 17th to
structure a program for Earth
Day . All interested members of

the college community are invited
to participate in the fu rther
structuring of the program .
Dr. Weiss indicated that "steps
have been taken to initiate effo rts
to wards the crea tion of an
environmental studies major a t
the college to train primary
p r of ess ion a l s f or pollution-control-work in industry and
government." Dr. Weiss added
"this new ecology program will be
of immediate and particul ar
interest to local urban areas where
the problems of environmental
pollution have already reach ed the
ritical stage ." The president then
stated "we are optimistic that the
environmental studies program
will receive added impetus from
'Earth Day' actions and that it
will soon become a viable part of
the college curriculum."

to have a bene ficial effect on the Among them a major area of
existing program because the controversy was the " lame duck"
rather unnatural condition of a session. This is the one week of
program segregated by sex will be classes that follows Christmas
recess and proce des exams. One
elintinated.
Also instrumental in causing possible solution mentioned was
this change were statements by that of having exams before
Dr. Everett Herbel , state Christmas recess and being free
coordinator of Health , Phys Ed
a11d Recreation, State Board of

for the month of January .
Opposed to this were those who

Education , who expressed the
necessity of more and better
trained physical e ducators ,
especially male elementary school
physical educators.
The proposal now goes to the
College's Board of Trustee s for
their approval and then to the
New Jersey State Board of Higher
Education for final sanctions.
Also discusse d at this meeting
were some of the problems of
revising the College calendar.

fear that shortening the academic
year could be a problem in the
futu re. Their proposal was that
three weeks of classes should
follow Christmas break. Dr. Irving
Lu scombe , chairman of the
History Dept. , favoring some ty pe
of change in the current system
said that classes sh ould progress
and " build to climax before
exams , not end with a whimper."
The Ad Hoc College Calendar
(Co nt inu ed on Pa!!c 3 )

Weiss "Bridges " Gap
As College Prof.
Wi th in t h e traditions of
American higher edu ca tion and
academic precedents, the roles of
a college profe ssor an d a college
administrator have been clearly
d e fine d as se p a r ate (a nd
s om e t i m es in comp a t i bl e)
function s.
At Newark State, an important
step has bee n taken to " bridge"
this gap, and the man responsible
fo r taki ng this step is Dr. Nathan
Weiss, the Acting President. This
semester Dr. Weiss returns to the
classroom in a once-familia r role
as a professor of political science.
Dr. Weiss, the fo rmer department
chairman, has added the duties of
instructing a co urse in state and
local politics to his busy schedule
as college president.
For Dr. Weiss it mean s a day
beginning at 8 :00 a.m. in a
classroo m in Willis Hall, and a
quick return at 9 :30 a.m. to the
office of the president (frequently
discharging those duties u ntil 9:00
p.m.) . " I may lose a little sleep,"

he note d, " but is it impor tant that
stu d ents know tha t the ir
administration is capable of
u n d erstanding their classroom
nee d s from first - hand
experience."
Dr. Weiss added "opportu nities
exist within a cla~sroom for a
more spontaneous exchange of
ideas and opinions, while they are
somewhat limited in the more
fo rmal confines of the president's
office." He went on to note that
"a college president, due to the
nature -of his office, frequently
loses pei:s9nal contact with the
students. I h9pe that some of that
impor ta nl · co n tact can be
reesta b li sh e d th roug h t his
course."
One student in Dr. Weiss'
se cti on added "we are all
enthusiastic a bout having Dr.
Weiss as our instructor . He has a
fine reputation among students
both as a scholar and a political
scientist, and after all he is the top
man! "

Page 2

Part-Time Jobs
Available at NSC

N.S.A. ·Nears Bankruptcy
$318,000 Debit Owed
WASHINGTON - (CPS) Remember the National Student
Association? That's the one that
used to work for the CIA in a
conspiracy with Gary Powers,
Walt Rostow, and Richard J.
Daley Mayor to snuff out the
Idealism of Young America.
Everybody thought it was
curtains when Lyndon finally
ordered the CIA to cut it out,
settle accounts, and let the
damned students pay their own
bills. Even then NSA President
Gene Groves dropped his jaw and
confided that the revelation
would "make the work of NSA
difficult, if not impossible."
NSA has had a hard time. First
student governments at big
campuses like Michigan , Chicago,
and Wisconsin cleansed themselves
of membership post haste. Then
with the rise of more militant
confrontation-style student
politics, the liberal government
agencies and the foundations
decided to step out.
By April 1 last year things had
gotten so bad at the NSA
townhouse between Georgetown
and the Washington Ghetto that

bankruptcy seemed imminent.
"On April 1, NSA's bank account
was $7500 overdrawn , we had not
paid payroll tax for the first
quarter of the year (which was
$20,000, our phone bill of
$ I 0,000 was 60 days overdue, and
our total debt equaled $318,000,"
one of last year's administrative
staff members recalls.
Add to that a 60 man staff
drawing $11,000 every two weeks
and the strong likelihood that one
employee was playing checkers
with the ledgers for minor
embezzlement.
Bankruptcy for a struggling
student organization means far
more than it does for private
corporations which, can disappear
and re-emerge almost in the same
day. For NSA it would have
meant certain extinction.
The end of NSA as simple as it
may seem, has always been a
question fraught with a
magnificent complex of
unexpected consequences. Critics
have long claimed that the main
thing that keeps NSA going is the
platform it offers student
politicos for entering graduate

Schedule of Events
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 2/15
Place:
Event:

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15th
8:30 AMLocal Government
9:00 P.M.
7:45 P.M.

Downs Hall

Officials Mtg.
CCB Film: "Martyrs of Love"-$1

Theatre for
Perf. Arts

MONDAY, FEBRUARY l 6th
8 :30 A.M.Local Government
9:00 P.M.
Officials Mtg.
1:40-4:00
Senate Executive Comm. Meeting
5: 00-7: 00
Drug Program
7:00-10:00
Republican Club Meeting
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17th
8:30-4:00
Placement Interviews

Downs Hall
Senate Offices
Alumni Office
Hex Room

8:30 A.M.Local Government
9:00 P.M.
Officials Mtg.
1:40-2:55
Science Department Lecture
1:40-4:00
Curriculum Committee Meeting
6:30-10:00
Rho Theta Tau Meeting
7:00-10:00
Nu Delta Pi Meeting
8:00-10:30
Science Department Guest Lecture
8:00 P.M.
Basketball: NSC vs. Jersey City
WEDNESDAY , FEBRUARY 18th
8:30 A.M.Local Government
9:00 P.M.
Officials Mtg.
3:30-6:00
Early°Childhood Cooperating
Teachers and Students Meeting
7:00-10:00
Alpha Phi Omega Meeting
*11 :30-2:00 Faculty Staff Buffet
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19th
8:30 A.M.- · Local Government
9:00 P.M.
Officials Mtg.
1:40-2:55
Senior Financial Meeting
1:40-2:55
Lecture-Henry Lewis, Conductor
New Jersey Symphony Orchestra
Lecture-Dr. Mazurkiewicz-ITA
1:40-2: 55
I.D. Photos-Transfer Students
1:40-3 :00
CCB Film: "Vall, The Witch of
7:30P.M.
Positano" Admission-$ LOO
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20th
8:30 A.M.Local Government
9:00 P.M.
Officials Mtg.
9:00-2:30
Classroom Renaissance
11 :00-2: 00
I.D. Photos
6:00-10:30
Marine Corps Parents Orientation
Program
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21st
2:00 P.M.
Open Rehearsal of New Jersey
Symphony Orchestra
Concert: New Jersey Symphony
8:30P.M.
Orchestra-Admission-$2.00 for
NSC faculty, students and staff
•i .1 ..

· '·

Activities Bldg.Room B
Downs Hall
Little Theatre
T 107
Hex Room
Sloan Lounge
Little Theatre
Home

schools, the government, and
academic associations like the
American Council on Education.
Not the least of these charges
comes from Jim Sutton, just
resigned Executive Vice President .
Not only does he think NSA fails
to do much for students, but he
believes it ought to fold so that
smalJer legitimate associations
might grow up in its place. He
adds, "When I started {in
September) I wanted NSA to fold,
so we could start new things out
in the field."
It is from a maze of business
ties that the less obvious reasons
emerge for keeping NSA alive.
There are of course the old bills
which creditors would never
collect should the organization
die. There are the political hopes
of people like Al Lowenstein and
the Robert Kennedy Fellowship
directors who look to NSA as the
hope for a Potent Acceptable
Youth Movement. And, now,
most important, there are a
number of businessmen who have
long been NSA friends who stand
to grow wealthy if it can only pull
through the current trials.
On Feb . 1, those businessmen,
the originators of the NSA Life
Insurance Program, will register a
new corporation _ with the
Securities Exchange Commission
with hopes that stock will be
available for trading in July . The
new corporation, called National
Academic Services Corp. {don't
confuse NAS with NSA) came to
life as a private company about a
year ago, but it closed its first deal
late on the night of April l , 1969,
with a $50,000 check to the
(Continued on Pa l!e 6)

by I. Wayne Hood
In an effort to make part-time
work available to all Newark State
College Students the Financial
Aid Office has developed a
three-fold program, encompassing
federal assistance , state aid, and
general off-campus employment.
The purpose of this article is to
clarify the differences in the kinds
of college employment, the
manner of applying, the criteria
required, and the availability of
jobs for students. The number of
questions that are advanced about
college employment possibilities
in one area of financial aid
indicates that more explicit
explanation is necessary.
The Newark State College
Work-Study Program is a
federally-financed program that
makes it possible for a full-time
day student to be involved in his
educational experience by
working it off and on-campus
positions related to his academic
area. "On-campus" employment
reflects the needs of the
institution with students filling
such functions as library
assistants, departmental aids,
laboratory helpers , and
administrative assistants .
"Off-campus" employment not
only aids students with income
and educational experience but
also contributes directly to the
"War On Poverty" . Students
placed in non-profit agencies
(such as children's shelters,
hospitals , poverty agencies, and
other comm unity situations) are
directly aiding national social
welfare through personal
involvement in important and
highly neglected areas. ln
off-campus work situations a

financially-needy student can gain
the funds needed to continue his
education, have realistic
experiences, and directly help
others.
A student that proves eligible
for Work-Study on the basis of
"need" as determined through
co llege application and the
Parent's Confidential Statement
may work for 15 hours a week
when school is in session, and up
to 40 hours a week during
vacation and holiday periods. I am
happy to announce that the
program is expanding and that not
only will more positions {both off
and on-campus) be available , but
salaries are being raised to make
the program competitive with
outside wages.
A second area of employment
possibilities at Newark State
College is the Student-Aide
Program. This area of on-campus
employment provides a variety of
jobs , related to the operation of
the college, to full-time day
students. Factors in employment
are interest in position and
required skills rather than
financial need. Interested students
should apply to the financial aid
office where referrals to particular
departments will be made.
A third area of part-time
employment is through the tie
that the financial aid office
maintains with outside employers.
. As positions are reported, they are
placed on the college part-time
bulletin board located near the
switchboard in Townsend Hall.

The particular positions are on 3 x
5 cards and listed under one of
several headings so that they may
be easily located, and kept
(Cont inuc<l on Page 6)

Josh White To Sing At NSC
Josh White , Jr. arrives here on
February 14 to perform his one
man, two hour show at the
Theatre for the Performing Arts at
Newark State College.
This
distinguished

"Total Entertainer" is the Now
sound of the Seventies and has
been playing at leading colleges
and universities everywhere. His
constant demand is a tribute to
his versatility and talent. Those of

Downs Hall
Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Alumni Lounge
Downs HallF aculty Din. Rm.
Downs Hall
B 104
Theatre for
Perf._Arts
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Theatre for
Perf. Arts

Downs Hall
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre

Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Theatre for
Perf. Arts

~
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Josh White

you who heard his first album,
THE JOSH WHITE, JR. ALBUM
and his second release, ONE STEP
FURTHER can surely agree that
Josh is an exciting entertainment.
His list of fans grows wherever
and whenever he appears . . . no
blaring amplifiers or gimmicks,
just tasteful, variety
entertainment.
What is JOSH WHITE, JR., LN
CONCERT? He is a talent who is
able, standing alone on a stage, to
combine a magnificent voice in
song, with uproarious comedy
material. Add to this the magic
ingredient, charm, and it spells
excitement. Josh White, Jr. 's
concert presentation is exciting to
watch, exciting to listen to, and
exciting to be a part of!
Josh White Jr. is NOW. Not
only is he in demand as a concert
performer, but he is in demand as
a television and dramatic
personality as well. Add to this his
recorgings, concerts , club
engagements, song writing and
commetcials and you have a very
busy schedule. The reason for it
all? TALENT!
Josh's concert this week at
Newark State College is almost
sold out, with just a limited
number of tickets available. Do
ypurself a favor and stop by the
college center box office and pick
up your tickets today. See Josh
White, Jr. in Concert.
I

•

'

~
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Music!

, D. Lichtenstein

Crystal Clear

Volunteers of America ._ Co-Operative Co-Op: Part I
By H. Duff

If you're in the TV room alot ,
one of the records you hear most
frequently played (not counting
Ed Naha's "Greek Sing" album) is
"Volunteers" by the Jefferson
Airplane. Now, I've never been a
real Airplane freak, and I'm still
not. There was good material in
their other albums, ' some even
better than that on "Volunteers,"
but I never-made the effort to go
out and buy them. What, then, is
the attraction of this one? For
one thing, it's surely not the
peanut-butter and jelly sandwich
in the middle of the jacket. Oh,
does that make you sick! The
cover is irreverent, but so are alot
of other album covers. So it
comes down to the music. Some
numbers don't come off too well,
but most ( especially "We Can Be
Together," "Wooden Ships," and
"Volunteers." ) do . The
production isn't very good with
Jack Cassidy, one of the world's
best bass players, drastically
under-recorded. How, you may

ask, can an alburri with these flaws
be considered a great album?
FEELING. That's where it is.
Feeling. From the first cut to the
last, you have to be impressed
with the bands reaching-out
effect. A trait, may I say, most
groups cannot, and will never,
achieve on a record.
Another facet of this feeling, is
the love the group has for its
material. It's natural and honest.
You can tell they are not forced
and that they enjoy what they are
doing. This is why a song that
doesn't really make it, such as
"Turn My Life Down", is still
miles ahead of most good cuts by
other groups. It may not sound
right, but it feels good.
And the Airplane rap on
revolution that too is believable.
It's not an MCS freako maneuver
but the real thing. Listening to the
song, "Volunteers," makes you
think it can happen.
"Volunteers" - the Jefferson
Airplane - feeling good.

Can Student Organization be
saved? This is a question which
will be asked (and hopefully
answered) many times before the
spring semester is over. For the
second time this year, last week's
council meeting was cancelled due
to a lack of quarem.
This probably due to one of
two factors. _Either ( l) the council
members just don't care , or (2)
they have no respect for the
executive board. Under any
circumstances, something must be
done to remedy the situation.
This concerns, for example, the
whole area of impersonality
between student organization's
leaders (who seem to put
themselves on a plateau above the
student body) and the student
body itself, which receives very
little from Student Org., despite
attempts by revival by some of
the leaders. _
Which brings us to the subject
of the Co-Op. THE ZEBRA
termed it "Co-op rative
Robbery," and for no surprise.

Hill Appointed Director
of Institutional Planning
At a recent meeting of the NSC
Board of Trustees, Acting
President Dr. Nathan Weiss
announced the appointment of C.
Harrison Hill, Jr., Director of
Physical Planning at Princeton

University, to the..,, position of
Director of institutional Planning
at Newark State.
Mr. Hill's new position will
employ his talents as an architect
campus planner, in that he will be
chiefly responsible for long-range
planning of facilities and
coordination of those projects
already under construction.
A life-long resident of New
Jersey, Mr. Hill maintained his
own architect's practice in
Milltown prior to his appointment
at Princeton. He is a graduate _o f
Rutgers University (class of 1940)
where he received a Bachelor of
Science degree in Ceramics. After
a five-year tour of duty during the
Second World War as a captain in
the army, Mr. Hill received his
architect's degree from Yale
University. While in the army Mr.
Hill earned the Army
Commendation Medal for his
research and development work in
ordnance.
Mr. Hill, an active member of
the New Jersey Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects,
served for six years as a member
of the Milltown Planning ,,oard.
During his six-year term he was
instrumental in initiating the
community master plan and in
preparing progressive building
codes.

experience to Newark State, the

Mr. Hill, a member of the
Kiwanis Club of Princeton, is a
trustee of the "Rutgers '40"
Fund. In addition he is the
Chairman of the New Jersey
Soeiety of Architects Committee
on Elementary Education and a
member of the Society for College
and University Planning.

kind of experience that will be
needed to cope with the rapid
growth of our campus." Chairman
of the Board of Trustees Mr. John
Kean added "we are certainly
impressed by Mr. Hill's
accomplishments and credentials,
and look forward to his assistance
and expertise at Newark State."

Dep't Secondary Ed.
Brings Revisions
By Linda Phelan

"The Department of
Secondary Education at N.S.C. is
fairly new and recent revisions
have brought improvements and
additional opportunities for
students which we would like to
communicate to them," stated Dr.
Kavett, chairman of the
department. Her statement
concerns an important meeting
for Secondary Education majors,
to be held in the Little Theater,
Thursday, February 12 at 1:40.
The meeting will have several
purposes, including the election of
(Continued from Page I)
student members to the four
Committee, chaired by Daniels of committees of the Department, a
Academic Advisement was description of the revised Student
charged with presenting a calendar Teaching program, an opportunity
by the next meeting of the for students to fill out "forms on
Senate, at which time the issue course election, and a question
will come under debate.
and answer period.
Charles Longacre presented the
The Department of Secondary
results of the poll conducted to Education was created in only
see how many faculty spouses and 1969, and Dr. Kavett outlined its
children would be interested in present organization and recent
attending Newark State under a change. The department consists
free tuition plan. Mr. Longacre presently of "12 persons,
stated that the response indicated including four faculty members
approximately 65 persons would new this year," she said. Direct
attend under such a program. A student representation will begin
committee was charged to look following the elections at the
upcoming meeting. The recent
into its' feasibility.

Faculty

According to Mr. Foster F.
Diebold, Director of College
Development, "Mr. Hill brings a
vast amount of not only
theoretical but practical

reorganization provides "specialist
faculty" for the department in
several major areas, and this in
turn, made possible revisions in
the Secondary Ed. minor program
under which students "will now
have choices where none existed
before."
The selection of courses for the
student's Secondary Ed. program
is an important step, and the
additional choices which are now
available to students, make it
possible for a student "to
individualize his program tp
specific needs."
Finally, Dr. Kavett brought
attention to another important
change in the department, the fact
that "the professional semester,
including Student teaching, will
be offered both fall and spring
semesters." Student preferences
will be noted and acted upon,
though "the decision, naturally
rests on the availability of college
faculty." Dr. Kavett noted that
she is available to answer any
further specific questions for
those students who wish to make
an appointment through the
Secondary Ed. department
secretary.

Because for so long, the that a change is needed is evident.
Not signs have appeared all
impersonality between council
and students has left a lot of over campus for sponsoring a
questions aimed at all functions of dialogue on "Co-Operative
Co-Op." If it is like a lot of other
the organization .
But the Co-Op is especially dialogues on this campus it will
interesting, because it involves consist mainly of member
your money , and for that reason participants filling the student
should be closer to the students. body with promises. But if you go
Perhaps the problem is that and question these representatives
Student Organization will only go of the Co-Op, and demand
to the student body when it needs answers and don't listen to the
promises it could become and
it.
The Co-Op for those of you interesting discussion. For the
who are unfamiliar with its Co-Op is an intergral part of
operation, controls the bookstore Newark State College, and further
as a main source of income. But examination of its function and
many stud en ts over the past year expansion will be discussed in this
have questioned its validity. And column in future weeks.

''You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown.''
By D. Lichtenstein

One of the funniest, humor-ladden yet deeply symbolic
off-broadway plays is Arthur Whitelaw's and Gene Per~son's production
of "YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN", adapted from
Charles Shultz home-grown American comic epic.
For many years Charlie Brown has become as "American" as
apple pie or mother. The raw, innocent humor of Charlie Brown has
added a gentle touch to the armchair American philosophy of life, yet
holds the respectability which allows it to be enjoyed by Americans in
all walks of life .
The performance is, to say the least, warmly satisfying. Charlie
Brown, with his GOOD GRIEF welcome, is as much a critic of
humanity and American society as any New Left philosopher. but is
much more respectable and a lot less uptight. When you are laughing at
( or with) him, you are laughing mainly at yourself. Yet for some reason
it seems okay; maybe because Charlie Brown has become an
institutionaled part of America.
The play itself is most certainly worth seeing. Alfred Mazza seems
a 'natural' for Charlie Brown, and Gene Kidwell is not far from
phenomenal in performing the blanket-securing Linus.
Other actors deserving commendation include Don Potter
(Snoopy), Ann Gibbs (Lucy), Karen Johnson (Patty) , and Jimmy
Dodge (Schroeder).
The play, in essence, reflects the philosophy of a young skeptical
generation, whose beauty and innocence overshadows its bad points.
CHARLIE BROWN is also a study in human behavior, as portrayed in
several instances.
One such scene concerns the whole hang-up of insecurity. Linus is
deeply involved with his security-supplying blanket. At this point he
announces his independence and attempts to leave his blanket behind,
but he cannot do it. However , he realizes his hang-up and decides "Oh.
well, so what's wrong with carrying a blanket around ."
CHARLIE BROWN is a reflection of us all , and a refreshingly
honest one. Do not be surprised if it makes Broadway , for it is one of
the most refreshing performances of the new year. Good grief, Charlie
Brown, Good grief.

Lotte ry Proves To
Have No Directio n
By RICK FITCH
College Press Service

WASHINGTON - (CPS)
Whether the fottery will continue
after 1970 is up to Congress.
In announcing the random
selection process, President Nixon
said, "I would say that looking to
the future . . . we shall not be
satisfied until we finally can have
the system which I advocated
during the campaign of a
completely volunteer armed
forces."
But Nixon has also said
institution of a volunteer army is
not feasible until the Vietnam War
is ended, and, at the current rate
of troop withdrawal, that isn't
likely to happen very soon. And
though the president has made the
volunteer army one of his
principal issues, negative reports
from a special presidential
commission on the armed forces

or the National Security Council
- both of which are studying the
concept of a voluntary army could postpone further any
executive action on the plan.
So the burden for any quick
change rests with Congress. Sen.
John Stennis, chairman of the
Armed Services Committee,
promised last fall that his group
would open extensive hearings on
the draft in mid-February.
Stennis gave the promise in
exchan~e for a pledge from Senate
draft critics, including Sen.
Edward Kennedy, that they
would approve a revision in the
Selective Service Act to permit
the lottery without debating other
aspects of the matter. The
administration desired quick
approval of the lottery so it could
be put in effect for 1970.
So the lottery, approved
(Continued on Page 6)
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The Impossible Dream
"Once upon a time there was a tiny little
college campus smuggled away in the midst
of a beautiful metropolitan area. The
students of that lovely little college came
from all over the ever blooming Garden
State.
"Some were tax-payers and some were
sons and daughters of tax-payers of this very
same state. These students were proud of the
fine facilities at their tiny littl~ college
campus. They were happy with the
intelligentsia that led them to bigger and
better things. They saw how great the tiny
little college campus was and they cried at
college meetings whenever a fe llow student
hummed a few bars of the revered alma
mater.
"The sweet young things - (excuse me)
- students of this fine and upstanding tiny
little college loved everything about it. Their
greatest pleasures came when they could sit
back , relax, and admire the efficiency of
their college. They always found time to
comment on the superb hand ling on the part
of the beautiful little college of the 'little
things.' Yes, I can still hear them now as
they sat relaxing and chatting with one
another in their spacious student play area
which doubled as a kitchenette during
dinner hours.
"It's the little things in life that mean so
much," they used to say. These fine students
appreciated their tasteful campus buildings,
and its exquisite landscaping, appreciated
the fact that they had their very own
country store with its low overhead , and of
course, its resultant low , low prices.
''They appreciated the tremendous
amount of knowledge they had amassed
from the thought-provoking courses they
took at this beautiful little college.
"They appreciated its fantastic college
policies, that were always followed. One of
the most appreciated and closely followed
policies allowed 3rd and 4th year students to
go to classes only when they wanted to.
"They appreciated the acres and across
the college roped-off space for 4-wheeled
vehicles. But closest to the hearts of all the
lovely students of this tiny little campus was
the beautiful little campus groups that
worked to serve the students. The students
absolutely raved over the copy in the school
social rag. But most of all they went wild
over the Round Table group that served all
of the people all of the time. Oh , yes,
glorious, glorious .... "

The narrator, choked with emotion,
could not go on.
Sorry everybody, but as they say so
succinctly, it's neither here no there.
But right HERE today at Newark State
College, the real facts are these:
( I) There is a meeting today at 1:40
p.m. in the Browsing Room with the college
president and others regarding the CO-OP
and complaints. The Bookstore, with its
tremendous failings, (including its
inflationary prices), is run by the CO-OP.
In case some may have forgotten, the
College Book and Supply store is supposed
to be a SERVICE for its students.
(2) The graduated cut system laboriously
fought for and passed a year and a half ago
- currently and previously has been quite
easily ignored by many professors.
(3) Shortly , in classes students will be
asked to fill out a course evaluation form.
Last year's course evaluation attempt simply
died because of lack of student support. A
published course evaluation can aid, for
instance, the students in selection of courses
and teachers in future and also provide proof
of professor competency to present to the
college's various Promotion , Retention and
Tenure Committees.
(4) The co llege's needs are expanding at

a tremendous rate. Yet, to date, the Student
Council has not notified the college's
Institutional Planning Board of the name of
the elected student members to ·that
committee. Therefore, this board , which
plans for the future needs and priorities of
this campus, functions without student
membership.
(5) The INDEPENDENT advertised last
week for a copy editor, a secretary , and
reporters and typists. During the ensuing
rush for applications, five people had
applied ... three for secretary (a proper job
for any girl), one for writing as a
contributing staff member, and only one for
copy editor (a not-so-proper job).
Last but not least (6) The Student
Council adjou rned last Friday night, due to
lack of a quorum. Less than twenty of the
SO-member Council showed up. Of course ,
the majority of Council members belong in
the ranks of the "silent majority," with no
real interest in the WORK of the Council ,
most of which must be performed off the
Council floor and in various and sundry
committees.
If you made it the end of this editorial,
the INDEPENDENT congratulates you. But
is this as far as you are going to get?
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Hate

be building bombs. And when
those bombs blow up Mr.
Porcaro's church, as the "racist's
church has been blown up, then
perhaps he'll understand the
emotional necessity of expressing
one's feelings.
But until that happens maybe
he should spend more time
examining his own racial
prejudices, wherein lies the really
"dangerous problem."
Ken Wilson

To the Editors:
It is unfortunate that Mr.
Porcaro chooses only to read the
literary output of a garbage can.
John Melhado, editor of BASBU,
informed me that the "latest
issue" Mr. Porcaro refers to in his
letter of Feb. 5 was never
distributed!
If the issue was in fact "full of
hate", I think all of the students
should have a chance to evaluate To The Editor:
I am writing this to clear up
that hatred. Some of us might
learn to understand our black some of the misconceptions that
brothers better if we better have come about concerning the
understand their feelings about us. Newark Teacher's strike. The first
Mr. Porcaro's attitude is quite erroneous ideas is that the
usual for those liberals who teachers went on strike for
preach love and practice this most money. That is just not true.
subtle form of racial hatred. Why After accepting a $1300 pay raise
was a discarded issue of BASBU offer from the Newark Board of
singled out for Mr. Porcaro's Education, the union negotiators
questions? He had to look awfully discovered that the Board would
hard to find something to object discuss no other significant items.
to in BASBU, yet he never The strike was not voted on
questioned the expressions of because of money, it was voted on
racial hatred which we-re because the Newark teachers are
published in the student financed demanding that the city
administration make a sincere
DANA REVIEW. To wit:
1. "An Enlisted Man's commitment to improve the
Manifesto" by Allen Burkhardt, educational system in a rapidly
pg. 9. "Chinks are really decaying city.
Tentacles of Newark City Hall,
beautiful."
2. untitled poem by Dean in the form of many Principals
Boubalos, pg. 40. "Hate, Hate the . and "concerned" community
leaders have been agitating the
Black/ the Spic, the Jew."
3. "An Anvil", part V of community against the teachers
"Un titled Travel by William for the past two weeks by
Brown, pg. l 0. "Those black accusing the teachers of not caring
bastards come on my property, about the children but merely
I'll mow/ Their asses down with a worrying about their pocket
books. Well, the pocket books
shot gun"
satisfied, the teachers
Should these be questioned? were
After all, doesn't each piece, read wanted reduced class size and
as a whole, have an aesthetic and more supplies and more special
emotional integrity which none of teacher s and less classroom
interruptions during the day .
us has the right to question?
If racial hatred exists, let's out They wanted a system that
with it: we can all learn from each provides for employee grievances
others' feelings; this catharsis to be arbitrated by some other
might prove to be the only way to body than the Board, whom the
grievances are made against.
eliminate racial antagonisms.
That's
what Newark Teachers are
When the so-called racist' s pen
is silenced by do-gooders (read walking for and don't let anyone
racist) of Mr. Porcaro's ilk, the delude you .
(Continued on Pa!!c 51
"racists" hands are more likely to

Strike
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Part II:

Religion:

Some Black Notes

How To Be Hep

correlations, one of which is Art
being used ( centuries ago) as a
religious vehicle. Art not only
served as agents of religious
prosyletism, but in more literate
civilizations, art had basically the
same function , that of forming
an d nurtu ri ng va l ues and
attitudes. There is an antithetical
correlation in the fact that art was
never meant for the masses, while
religion was meant exclusively fo r
the poor and down-trodden. In
Galatians, (the Bible) 5th chapter,
and verses 22 and 23, it reads:
" But the fr uit of the Spirit is love,
joy, pe a ce, longsuffer ing,
ge n tlene ss, goo d ness, faith,
Meekness, temperance : against
s u ch t h ere is no law ."
Su p erficiall y , this is like
" motherhood" or "virginity" .. .
there is no good argument against
this type of behavior. However,
upon closer scrutiny, we see that
these qualities are those of an
"obedien t slave", hardly anyone
of high station or of the better
element. Moreover, the words . . .
"against such there is no law" do
not tell us who the obvious
"lawmakers" were, because the
lawmakers were of the elite . In
any melieu, the normative systems
are usually dictated to the masses
from the elite, and this is in what
context religion has always been
p resented. As a result, the
function of religion was and is the
preservation of the sta tus quo.
Is it no t strange that the elite
or American aristocrats usually
h ave · pr ec ious fe w religious
inclinations, and thereby seldom
adhere to rigid moral codes.
Niccolo Machiavelli wrote this
down fo r all time in "The Prince".
White Americans admire many
affluent celebrities as people to
emulate. However, you lose sight
of the fact if some of these same
celebrities lived down the stree t
from y ou , they wo uld be
considered as "T rash", as a result
of the i r "ext r a-c urri c ular"
activities. This example is by no
means atypical, because incest has
always fo und its welcome in the
royal fa milies fo r centurie s, and
h o mosex ualit y, etc, wasn' t
exactly monopolized by Julius
Caes ar, etc. Moreover, some
schools of thought contend that
JESUS CHRIST himself, was the

by Ed Naha
(In this issue , boys and girls, we learn more secrets of the hep cat.
Solid Jackson!)
DRESS : The truly groovy person knows how to dress really neat .
The out of sight chick will be her best to dress like the typical, normal,
American hippie girl ; Peggy Lipton.
Guys will find the turned-on look really nifty. Think of all the
fun you'll have trying to look like you've really seen hard times, dressed
in your brand new outfit from Paul Sargent's. ( especially those mod
bells and your purple satin shirt!) Wearing your scuffed up, square toed
boots, that give you that " I've been through it all and have done
everything" look , you'll be the hit of every happening.
DRUGS: Anyone who is ANYONE will tell you that drinking is
out, smoking dope is in. It is necessary for social acceptance to do
drugs, whether you enjoy it or not. After all, if one wants to be where
it's at, one must be a real "heavy head." It is not advisable for people
new to the hep scene to walk around carrying large quantities of
narcotics on their person, saying intelligent thir.gs like: "Hi there , have
some dope?" It should be pointed out to all new hep-pies that the use
of narcotics is considered a felony . Unlike liquor, narcotics are even
illegal in Staten Island. Possession of some may lead to
BUSTS : A bust is a commonly used word referring to an arrest.
In the hippie world, it does not refer to the female mammary gland. the
novice will have to learn to differ between the two . . . if he doesn' t
already.

by Ronald Dean Brown

founder of C.B.A.,
(Collegians for Black Action)

In previous articles, I was
appalled at several displays of
most extreme ignorance. This is
why I now deem it my personal
obligation to perhaps clarify a few
of the more significant functions
of religion and their subsequent
ramifications. At the risk of
offending the upper echelons of
the Alethian Society, I will
attemp t to use as a catalyst, one
of the myriad definitions of
religion, . . .. " a belief in a
super-human, or divine force(s) to
be worshipped and obeyed as the
creator" . If we accept this, it
would not be totally illogical to
assume the definition's implied
meaning as equally laudable, that
is, that this d ev ine or
super-natural fo rce( s) determines
the manner in which mortal man
con du cts him se lf. But the
lau d a bility of the argument
concludes itself at this point. I say
this because only MAN , and his
man-made " constructs" determine
his earthly behavior, but this
d oesn't necessarily exclude
religion. Religion, just as Art , is a
man-made "construct" which
enables man to make his brief
ex i ste n ce on ear th mo re
comfortable, Art to beautify and
stimulate, and religion to secure.
We n o w di scover sundry
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No feminine spray
can stop it.
The " other" odor. It starts in
the vaginal tract where no spray
can wo rk. You ca n't spray it
away. And it 's m ore offensive
than external odor cau sed by
perspi ration .
That's the reason you need
Norforms®... th e second deodorant .'" These t iny su ppositories
kil l germs-stop odor in the vagi nal tract fo r hours. Someth ing
no spray can d o. And doctortested Norforms ca n be used as
often as necessary. They insert
easily, quickly.
Get Norforms' protection for
the " other" odor no spray can
stop.
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and BAHAMAS
FT. LAUDERDALE
and BAHAMAS

Strike
(Conti nued from Page

4)

For years teachers have
behaved like spineless puppets
under the pretense of being
" p rofessional." Teachers may
h ave to meet p rofessional
re qu i re me n ts a nd live like
p rofess io nals but they are
certainly not treate d l~ e
professionals or thought of as
professionals on pay day in a state
that requires the base salary fo r
teachers to be no less than $4700
a year!
M O re instr u ment al in
provoking several recent teacher's
strikes, including the present
Newark strike, is the approach of
many administrative educational
officials. To para pharse Mr. Titus
of t h e Newa rk Board of
Education: the main thing is that
the schools will remain open,
regardless of teacher abse nteeism.
The point is that many of our
illustrious Newark officials think
that the main thing is that the
schools are open; regardless of
student educational progress and
personal safety.
The Newark community has

10 DAYS - $119 50
10 DAYS
9 DAYS
9 DAYS

complained of late that they feel
so me of the teachers are not
efficient or qualified and that
they could not support the
teache rs in their strike. In fact, an
inefficient teacher is pu t the re by
the Board of Education and
o b v i o u sly ke p t t h e re by
evaluators. With an average class
size in many Newark schools of
42 students, what teacher is going
to have time to evaluate or
remove his or her neighbor? Thus,
the community should support
the teachers in working to change
a syste m of city administration
that is not responsive to the needs
of its workers and, most of all, its
children .

t

$119 50 j
$124 50 '
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Dear Editor:
I was so concerned over your
COU NS E LO R POS I TIONS f or t he
1970 Sum me r S easo n are now
avai la ble at Echo Hill Cam ps.. . .
Contact Mr. or M rs. Berkobi n , Bo x
s 168 , Clint on , N . J . 0 8 809
(2 0 1-78 2-717 2)
for
app licati o ns
a nd int ervi ews .

incl. a ll taxes

FOR BROCHURE & FURTHER DETAILS ON ALL OF THE ABOVE VA CA TIONS

CALL (212) 639-8913 AT ONCE
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6' Meet Your Ideal Mate

t
t

letter in the February 5, 1970
issue of the I ndependent,
regarding Basbu, that I spent a
portion of my weekend reading
and re-reading all the issues of
Basbu I could find. (Vol I no 2
thru Vol I no 12)

Buffied?

CHARTERED DIRECT TO '

MIAMI BEACH or FT. LAUDERDALE
ONLY

Pagl' 7 1

J read them all thro ugh once
and I wondered, " Where is the
hate?" I read the December issue
(Vol. I no. 2) a second time , and I
wondered, "Where are the " racist
ideas," and I read this last issue
(the one with the Dove of Peace
an d the caption " Peace to
Mankind" on the cover) one more
time and I cryed. First because
the words and thoughts expressed
wihin the pages had been so
distorted by you, bu t finally in
Differen t negotiating agencie s
anger and fru stration.
have been working with the
Newark Board for two years to
Why? Why does the white
obtain a better standard of community in ge neral, see a Black
teaching co nditions and all to no Man standing tall, feel threatene d?
avail. Newark City Hall has no
st rong t radition of listening to
Why? Why does the white
anything short of riots, and even co mmunity in general read the
then they ofte n beco me hard of po urin g o u t of the hurts,
hearing. Anyone that ca nnot see di sa pp o intments, fr ustrations,
that the ultimatum served on the inj ustices and angers of the Black
obsolete educational system by Man an d immediately feel the
the Newark teachers is long need for defense.
ove rdue in te rms of benefits to
Why? Why does the white
the children an d the community is
community as a nation (which
not being fair of realistic.
William R. Brown p r eaches the Hora tio Alge r's
Class '71 theory) run to beat down, kick
down, hold down and shoot down
the Black masses that are trying to
find a truth in the "p ulling up by
the boot strap" myth.

*OR*

TRANSPORTATION ONLY -
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More Sound and Fury
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The second deodorant.

II

holder of certain " peculiar"
characteristics that bordered on
effeminacy, etc. So religion, from
the extremely chimerical Pope to
th e The o lo gical se minary
" flunk-out" , has always hinted of
distinct social stratification, which
has always cause d fo rms of
hatred.
To illustrate how religion was
"invented" by the rich to govern
the masses , I will draw just a few
more vivid comparisons. My point
should be made obvious, ( to my
more mentally opaque reader) by
the fact that religion and
technology never go hand in hand.
Why is this? This is because
religion augments the value of the
human being, while technology
tends to negate this value?? ? No,
this is very far from the truth. In
actuality . . . " religion" lessens the
value of the human being, while
technology tends to augment his

SC IE N TI FIC
COMPUTER M A T C HIN G
All Ag es Enti re U .S.A . Est . 1966
u1 t reall y works , " acclaim thousands
o f our ha ppily mated couple s.
Send for FR E E q uesti onnaire

TEAM Proiect
101 W 30 St.

NYC 10001

Basbu is the Black voice of
NSC , yet it is representative of
Black and voices of color all
aro und the wor1d, and what Basbu
is saying._is not hate and racism. It
is ve rbalizing the fears and angers
and pains ·a,;id frustrations that
Blacks have experienced and the
hope (which we mu st have) in the
loud clear voice of a proud people
and not the fugitive whisper of a
slave.
If this is interpreted as hate
and/ or racism, may I suggest that
th e int e rpr ete rs DIG
THEMSELVES.
TERRY CARTER
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
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Cours_e Evaluation Changes
Cited by Chairman
(Continued from Page I)

will be sorted by the committee,
and the data will be organized and
scored by IBM machines in the
data center facilities of Newark
State.

Lottery's ·
Direction
(Continued from Page 3)

382-13 in the House, was passed
by a voice vote in the Senate
largely because it seemed
probably more far -reaching
reforms could be debated fully
this year.
Reforms to be contemplated
include abolishment of the
student deferments, establishment
of alternate service in social work
for those who oppose military
service of a particular war,
forbidding the assignment of a
non-volunteer to Vietnam, and
establishment of a volunteer army
except when Congress declares
war.
In the meantime, the 1970
draft will receive the close
scrutiny of the National Draft
Headquarters, which recently
decided to limit to the first 30 the
lottery numbers that can be called
for the month of January.
January's draft call is 12,500.
According to Pascoe, this decision
is the result of a desire among
Se 1e ctive Service officials to
maintain evenness in lottery
numbers being called throughout
the country.
He said no conclusions should
be made that this indicates aJI 366
lottery numbers wiJI be reached in
1970 in aJI parts of the country. It
has not been decided yet whether
a similar limitation will be calleo
for in February , he said. Many
state directors have predicted aJI
or nearly alJ lottery numbers will
be reached this year.

Jobs
Availiahle
(Continued from Page 2)

up-to-date. A student finding a
p0sition of a particular interest on
the board should make note of it
and report to the financial aid
office for further information. It
should be emphasized that no
application is necessary and that
students may inquire about jobs
in this area at their own
convenience.
If any students are interested
in any of the prior mentioned
programs, or needs further
information, contact either Mrs.
Davies or myself in the financial
aid office. We will be glad to be of
any service.
Dinner

Luncheon
Snacks

GEORGE'S
Restaurant & Lounge ·
- Featuring Giant Sized:
HotD~
" Burgers *

Steamed Clams
and Jumbo Shrimp

This evaluation pilot-program
will test the validity of the
operation, and the results will be
reviewed by the committee, which
will then decide if a second
evaluation of this Spring semester
will be undertaken.
The final Course and Teacher
Evaluation booklet for Newark
State will be available in time for
the FaIJ 1970 pre-registration.
Students will then be aware of the
reactions and opinions of feJiow

Clinic
Proves
Success
by Frank Roscus

" If I helped one student, it was
a success," commented Dr. Carl
Einhorn, head of the
Psychological and Counseling
Service about N.S.C.'s first " Panic
Clinic". The clinic, open 24 hours
a day, during the entire first week
of exams , attempted to ease exam
jitters by providing a place where
students could go when the
tension · built to an extreme
level.
The lounge , located in the
men's dorms, was designated as
one of the facilities available with
telephones being manned day and
night. Telephone calls and even
students arrived as late as 3 A .M.,
some with problems, some just to
talk. Counseling services, both
psychological and academic , could
be obtained by any students. The
staff was composed of students ,
members of the Psychological and
Counseling s ervices, the
dormitory, medical , and security
staffs.
" It was students who did it ,
and they did it for the other
students," said Dr. Einhorn who
first suggested the idea to the
Student Council after learning of
similar services which originated
at San Fernando ValJey State
College in California. The services
spread to the other West Coast
coJleges with varying degress of
success.

The ample response of N.S.C.'s
students has hopefully insured a
repitition of the service this spring
semester and encourages the
outlook of the service's future,
considers Dr. Einhorn.
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New Dimension Added
To Film Program ,

students who have already taken
Eugene Fixler, Director of
the course , and will also be Student Activities, at NSC,
familiar with specific information announced that "a new dimension
from the instructor on course has been added to the rapidly
format content and expectations. growing film program at the
The Course and Teacher college." The added feature
Evaluation Committee has making its debut in February
expressed the desire for complete consists of a -new professional 35
participation in this project , and millimeter sound-projection
sees it as a possible avenue for system, recently purchased by
extended spirit of mutual Newark State through its
cooperation and understanding S tude n t-F acuity Co operative
between student and faculty. Association.
Acting President Nathan Weiss
According to Mr. Fixler "our
and the various department College Center Board Sunday
chairmen have expressed their night presentations have been
support in the committee's playing to capacity houses in the
efforts. Chairman Nemeth Theater for the Performing Arts,
commented:
and full houses are critical and
"It's long range goal is to demanding." He added, "we have
improve the coJiege community purchased this equipment to
while its _current value is to help satisfy our audiences and to
students in selecting the present the best. possible in film
up-coming courses and professors, entertainment."
as well as being a source for
Mr. Fixler notes that "Newark
students in choosing future State is one of the first colleges in
courses and professors.
the East to purchase and operate

its own 35 millimeter
equipment." The system consists
of two Tokiwa-T-60 portable
projectors and an Altec Movie
House Speaker System.
The Chairman of the C.C.B.
film committee, Ed Poteet, noted
"the new equipment gives us
unparalleled flexibility in our
programming and will help us
succeed in meeting the needs of
the college community in this
regard."
Along with the inauguration of
the new system in February, the
College Center Board will present
still another first through its
programming of the New Line
Cinema Series ("The End of
August at the Hotel Ozone"
(Czech), "Martyrs of Love"
(Czech), "Vali, The Witch of
Positano" (U.S.A.)), a series
critically acclaimed feature length
films which have not yet been
screened in commercial movie
theaters.

N.S.A. Nearing Bankruptcy
$318,000 Debit Owed
(Continued from Page 2)

National Student Association.
Had that check not come then,
the organization would very likely
have died the next day.
National Academic Services
Corp. is in effect the new answer
to the CIA and the Ford
Foundation, or as President
Charlie Palmer (former president
of the Berkeley student
government and a promoter of
Peoples Park) puts it , the way by
which NSA can maintain financial
s olvency without becoming
beholden to its donor.
At its most general level NSA
receives a fixed minimum annual
income - the one thing it has
always lacked - in return for
giving NAS nearly aJI its old
service contracts and providing
NAS a recognized student base to
operate on.
PowelJ says the experiment
with NAS is "a new kind of idea
in the field of student economic
independence." He envisions NSA
providing management and
financial help as well as
purchasing opportunities in an
effort to get student-run

Junior Prom Bids to go on Sale

cooperatives off the ground and
competing with well established
local companies. Local
representative Chades Kao has
had preliminary talks with Dennis
Webster, manager of the
University Discount Store, for
handling the store's record line.
Al Handell, whose first goal ,
old NSA friends say, is to be a
millionaire before he's 45, looks
into the future and sees the
campus filled with commerce :
"There'll be a big domestic
services card eventually for check
cashing, credit , and discounts.
One card would entitle you to a
whole range of things - youth
fare , travel abroad , records .. . .
It's like taking money away from
corporations and giving it to
students. Concert promotions and
entertainment, speakers bureaus.

A student's shopping place: a
book of unusual offers, send in all
21 post cards and get a free year's
supply of shaving cream . . . We'll
set up dealers all over the country.
lt1I be almost like a Master
Charge Card or a student ID
card_;,
Before he became the second
NSA vice president to resign last
semester , Jim Sutton envisioned
the NSA campus filled with
commerce too :
"The problem," he said earlier,
"is that you can't figure out who's
running who. In the long run
there's never going to be an
effective student association until
students are willing to pay for it.
If you take money from the CIA ,
then the CIA control s you ; if you
take it from commercial firms ,
then they control you.''

Coleman's Tuxedo's
1120 Springfield Ave.
Irvington, N.J.

•

20o/o discount to N.S.C. student

On sale in front of the snack bar for only two weeks
starting Feb. 23.
BUY EARLY
Place .. . .. . . .. ..... ·..... The Manor, South Orange
Date . . . . . . ..... . ... . .. . . . March 13, 1970, Friday
Price .. . . .. ... . . .. .. . . . .. .. $15.00 - No Deposits
Cocktail Hour

686-1200

2258 Morris Ave., Union, N.J.
... ""

-

.....

Dinner - Prime Ribs
Entertainment by the Shire/l's

largest selection in N.J.

All new Edwardian styles
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Shattering A Culturally
Tinted Lense
Ronald B. Franklin
Co-editor of BASBU

This is in response to Vincent T. Porcaro's letter appearing in the
last issue of the INDEPENDENT. Following are the questions addressed
to the staff of BASBU by Mr. Porcaro and their answers.
"1. Why is BASBU so full of hate?"
The so-called "hate" in the last issue of BASBU was the reaction
of some aware Black students who had come to the realization that
Xmas is a commercial, hypocritical gimmick by which American
capitalists mulct and exploit the Black lower economic class. It was also
expressed that the kindness , understanding, and what I believe you to
mean "love", which are traditionally synonomo us with Xmas, were
absent from this holiday .
Incidentally :
( 1) George Wallace received more votes from N .J. than any other
northern state.
(2) In Irvington the Nazi party was very active up until recently.
(3) at NSC , Black students cannot get off-campus housing.
( 4) In the men's residence hall Dougall Hall one Black studen t
leader had his teeth knocked out when he was jumped by "four" white
youths in his room, in Broad Daylight!
These conditions make attitudes of "healing love" somewhat
foolhardy.
"2. How is the Black race hate different from white race hate,
Nazi race hate , KKK race hate?"
(I) All of the above hatreds are "pure white", if you hadn't
noticed.
(2) Black people have never "hated " because of race as others
have , but because of centuries of inhuman treatment, a more valid
stimulus. So there is no such thing as Black race hate, only a human
reaction to what had been done to them .
(3) Aside from the KKK, Nazism, etc., America as a whole has
built her prosperous history upon the pillars of " race hatred".
( 4) Hate is defined by one's point of reference.
(5) Why do you become "shaken" by the contents of BASBU , if
what it preached was totally divorced from your attitudes. Whenever a
movement tries to eradicate an evil, this movement usually gets the
most response from the agents of that evil.
(6) The hatreds that you refer to have manifested themselves
through physical violence, such as: tortures , lynchings, burnings,
murders, rapes, infanticides , genocides, megadeaths, and other base,
inhuman attrocities.
You should be tickled pink that Blacks have not discovered the
inconsistency of ..the pen is mightier than the sword."!!!
"3 . Who is -going to take the responsibility of turning this hate to
positive, healing , andconstructive love?"
Personally, I can't take this hippie form of love seriously. As the
late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. once commented, "You don't have to
love me to stop beating me."
Black people want knowledge of self and economic educational,
and political equality. As long as these and other necessary things are
denied Blacks, it would follow that the responsibility of "lovemaking"
or whatever you mean , is a hippie function.
Love doesn't put good schools in Newark; love doesn't stop the
Mafia from infesting Black communities with drugs ; love doesn 't clear
up racial misconceptions; love doesn 't provide a Black man a fair trial ;
but money helps because in this country, one is generally treated
proportionately to his wealth. Therefore, to turn this so-called "hate"
to love is a minor responsibility - there are more important things to
be accomplished first.
Black people are the poorest, least educated , and least united
minority. So why is a paper reflecting the views of a people with so
many shortcomings considered a "dangerous problem ?"
•
That you have become so chagrined is no surprise to the Black
community. The reason you are so vexed is not because BASBU might
be "racist" , but simply because in BASBU, you caught a glimpse of
Black peoples writings in a way whites have acted for centuries. What
BASBU has done is tear away your "culturally tinted len se". Now you
suddenly see literature in a very "objective" and "fair" way, unlike the
way you saw Kipling, or the New Yorker Magazine which depicted the
Ethopian leader as a savage with a bone in nose, when he sought aid
from this co untry after Mussolini invaded his homeland.

Religion:

Some Black Notes
(Continued from Page 5)

self-value. Look around us ...
whenever a country has a highly
developed religious tradition,
(India, and nations in South
America and Africa) it is usually
technologically retarded, as a
result, these nations constantly
confront pestilence, famine , and
ignorance, the latter of which is a
hot-bed for religious fanaticism.
While in the same glance when we
see nations that are
technologically oriented,
(Germany, Soviet Union, etc.)
they have usually down-played
the significance of religion.
America also falls in this category,
but she is reluctant to admit her
very agnostic orientation.
As a dir ect result of
technology, these countries have
made phenomenally rapid social
progress (in terms of surmounting
the problems listed). The reasons
for these strange characteristics lie
in the fact that religion and
intellect never go hand in hand,
and technology is a product of
science. It is interesting to note
that centuries ago Galileo was
excommunicated from the
Catholic church because of his
blasphemous concepts of the
universe, but the Church reacted
with its usual "avant-garde"
decisions, and readmitted the
poor man in 1968. This in itself
makes " religion" a farce, and an
insult to anyone's intelligence.
Religio n has an inherent
rejection of new ideas, and as a
result, new ideas have to
constantly incorporate themselves
into its tradition, regardless of
how inconsistent with its original

Part II

How To Be Hep
(Continued from Page 5)

SEX: The hippie generation
has long been associated with the
term, "New Morality." Argued
about, condemned, and defended
by various philosophers, the new
voyager in the happening world
can best keep in mind the basic
fundamentals of the new morality
by scraping off all the verbal tinsel
and remembering the key phrase:
"YOU WANNA FUCK?"
The hip people know better
than to confuse love and sex. The
latter is preferable since it is
quicker and much less involved.
The worst thing that can happen
to a mod male is to be dumped by

Classified Ads
New York to London Summer Vacation trips Round trip $169. Now filling
- small deposit and payments
Send for free details.
S.tudent Globe Roamers, Box
6 5 7 5 , Hollywood, Florida
33021.
''Avon Calling" with
cosmetics and toiletries for
men, women and children. I.
White - Avon Representative.
Call NU 2-9580 for on-campus
appointment. Call evenings
please.

Student requesting aid from
tutor in Mathematics - need
help immediately. Call
373-4939 after 6 p.m.
Young woman to read to a
visually handicapped
gentleman - part time, $ 1.25
per hour. Call El 1-7333
3D-Chess Rules $2.00 U.S.
Canada. 3D Chess Club. $3/Yr.
3D Chess Boards $ 15 and $30.
If you buy a board the rules
are free. Aorahnass Buckroe
Beach, Hampton, Va.

of the Dobu, we see that social
success and merit hinges on
premises which are exact
opposites to our "Golden Rule".
Secondly, some religions in other
parts of the globe, require that
two of its candidates have sexual
intercourse in a public religion,
and this religion is proven to be
much older than Christianity. The
Christian faith is the only religious
sect anywhere that worships as
the symbol of its tenets . . . A
TORTURING INSTRUMENT.
I would like to buttress my Christianity's symbol, or the
thesis by also contending that "C rucifixion" , is not only the
people who are "extremely " most macabre, gruesome, and
psyched up over religion, are sanguine symbol, but when
some times narrow-minded or presented with the right words,
there exists some sort of chasm can be very HATE-INSPIRING.
For a college-level
within their personality structures
"classroom-goer"
(Mr. Neil Cohn)
that warrants this type of
emotional subsidy. I say this to assert that religion has not
because too-firm a commitment fostered hatred, but that the
to any given religion is what Alan "abuse of religion " has, is a
Watts calls "Intellectual Suicide". stupidity finding its station on the
Not only is irrevocable lower rungs of the phylum. How
commitment to any religion else can religion function , but
intellectual suicide, but it, by it's through people, who are by
very nature, is " un-religious", nature . . . abusive? To divorce
after all, what is faith but an religion from people , as two
"open-ness", and a trust in that distinct entities, is as ludicrous as
discussing civilization, without
which has not yet been proven.
mentioning ... MAN. I am sure
Some people believe that all that there are differences between
religions teach a universal concept Karl Marx's actual belief, and
of "love" or a laudable facsimile what we now call Marxism, and
of "trea t they neighbor as the same dualism is fo und in other
thyself', but even here it depends teachings. So l have to admit that
upon how far one extends the the l ife of Christ and
altruistic meaning. Firstly the "Christianity" are not necessarily
Black Muslims are a religious sect, the same thing. Bu t man cannot
anp the reasons for their existing define his "constructs" in terms
seem less illogical than those of of how they were conceived, he
Christianity's, yet a belief in this can define them only in terms of
faith can result in a "justified what has been "carried down from
hatred". In the social organization century to century."
tenets. The recent crisis over
abortion laws and the "pill" fully
illustrate this. The current chaos
over the "pill", "abortion", etc.,
also dispell the notion cf the Pope
making decisions from " divine
revelation", because when the
people or the followers threaten
to
withdraw
their
support,($$$$$$) just as any
other politician, the Pope has to
"straighten up his beenie", or
expect the worst.

"Mpvers"!
Come Together!
The time is NOW!
This means you " I don't know"
Is this ad really classified?

FOR SALE
1968 MGB
Yellow/Black interior, top &
tonneau cover, wire wheels,
radio, console, 22,000+ miles.
Original owner
Best Offer
Contact: Maryann Gannon,
M.B. No. 42 or Tom
Ziolkowski, 245-2309.

his teenage thrill right after he has
gotten his hair processed and his
moustache waxed up. For a lass,
being jilted by her one true
love ... of the week . . . could
result in a case of bad vibes.
Remember , sex i s the
liberation of one's inhibitions and
the total union of two spirits.
Keep this line in mind if ever
confronted by an irate minister
whose daughter's inhibitions
you've just set free.
KEY PHRASES: Now that you
are in the groove, here are some
popular phrases to memorize.
Why, they even learn these at the
Fillmore! ·
Heavy (pronounced hevee)
Refers to music considered by
most crumbs (those who have
taste) as loud, unimaginative
garbage.
0 ut of sight (pronounced
outtasite) Perfect rejoinder to a
que stion which one is not
intelligent enought to answer. (i.e.
Q: What do you think of our new
integration laws? A: Outtasite.)
Like wow (pronounc e d
likewowww) Resembling wow.
FREE CATALOG " Headshop
on Wheels" - psychedelic
delights, jewelry, headgear
galore P'O' Box 534 Phila. Pa.
19105

Pig (pronounced c$%&@) A
wild or domestic swine.
NEXT WEEK: The NOW
attitude on movi es an d
philosophy, plus a recipe for bean
and noodle soup!

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO START
YOUR OWN CHURCH?
We wi ll furnish you with a
Church Charter and you
can start your own church.
Headquar ters
of
UNIVERSAL
LIF E
CHURCH will keep
records of your church
and file with the federal
govern-rnent and furnish
you a tax .exempt status all you have to do is report
you r activ ities to
headquarters four times a
'lear. Enclose a free will
offering. UNIVERSAL
LI FE CHURCH BOX
6575 HOLLYWOOD,
FLORIDA 33021 ,
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Conn. Road Stand Proves
Unsuccessful for Squires
Quinnipiac
Newark Stat e Coll ege
concluded its two night
Connecticut road stand on a
losing notes as Quinnipiac College
routed the locals 124-86.
The Braves utilized the fast
break and a tremendous height
advantage to take command from
the start. Quinnipiac opened a 4-0
dead after the first eight seconds
of play and were never headed
after that. NSC attempted to keep
it close on a five point binge as
Dan Pocus tossed in a free throw
followed by two more from
Wilbur Aikins. Aikins then
popped a jumper to cut the
margin to four, 31-27, with 8
minutes left in the first half.
Quinnipiac continued to
dominate, however, as they
outscored the Squires 17-7 in the
following for minutes. The Braves
Art Leary carried the pace with
eight points in the remaining time
to put the home team on top by a
60-44 count at halftime.
The taller Connecticut club
gave the Squires headaches all
night. Two of their starter, 6'5"
Matt Shortell and 6'7" George
McDowell hurt the Squires
underneath, both offensively and
defensively. McDowell lead the
victors with 25 points. Quinnipiac
knew their home court well,
hitting on 54 of their I 01 shots
for a 53% mark from the floor.
NSC made good on 30 of 80
attempts, 38%. However, the Blue
and White outdid the Braves from
the line, scoring 26 free throws to
their 16.
Dan Pocus had an excellent
night from the foul line in cashing
in on all 13 foul shot attempts.
The 6' soph broke the old school
record in the process. Danny now
has made 17 consecutive free
throws, eclipsing the 14 mark held
by Jim Catalano last year. He also
added two baskets along with his
13 charity chucks for a game total
of 17 points.
Squire captain George Gilcrest
was top man for Newark with a

19 point performance. Wilbur
Aikins and Jim Marino clicked for
17 points apiece, while Alex
Kennedy came through with 12 .
The loss left the Squires with a
4-3 mark. Quinnipiac raised its
record to 13-4 with the victory.

New Haven
NSC met New Haven College
and a fellow by the name of Ron
Riordan last Friday night, and the
acquaintance wasn't a very
pleasant one from a basketball
point of view. New Haven swept
by the Squires 109-88. Riordan is
making his bid to repeat as a small
college All-American. The 5' 11 "
star who currently leads all
Connecticut college players in
scoring average, turned in a
magnificent scoring performance
in netting 47 points before being
replaced with 7 minutes left.
State managed to stay close
throughout the first half. Jim
Marino's hot hand enabled the
Squires to take a 16-15 edge with
I 2 minutes left. But Riordan
came back with a jumper to put
the home club in the lead for
good. Jim Marino and Dan Pocus
scored the Squires last six points
of the first half to cut t~e margin

Vectors Breeze Spranitz
in Intra-Basketball
Newark State College's opening
of the 1970 intramural basketball
season commenced with a vital
victory for the Vectors. At 2:00
p.m., February'5, under manager
Bo b Giannotti, the Vectors'
performance placed them
stratigically in the lead of nine
teams in the current line up with a
62-19 score over the Spranitz.
Leading the high scoring for
the victorious Vectors were Dick
Meyers - 18 points, and Bob
Giannotti - 14 points. Al Kinsel

Men's lntramural's
Expands At NSC
By Lois Abate
EXPANSION is def:nitely
playing a large role in this year's
men's intramural sports program
at Newark State College.
Continuing this semester under
director, Mr. Walter Andzel, the
main directive of variety and
ACTIVE participation among the
sports is currently being carried
forth in basketball . Also
up-coming in this month's
intramural program are wrestling,
swimming, and volleyball.
However, heading the schedule
for the new semester is basketball.
This ·season's basketball games will
be played in the Round Robin
category. Games will be played
every Tuesday and Thursday
during the college . free hour,
beginning this afternoon. All
games will begin at 1 :50 pm.
Basketball entries are now

to four, but the chargers added a
two pointer at the buzzer for a
47-41 advantage at intermission.
At this point, New Haven
switched from a man-to-man
defense to a zone which the
Squires found hard to penetrate in
the second half. So hard, in fact,
that NSC was unable to score for
the first three minutes of play. By
that time, the victors had run off
an 11 point clip, 10 coming from
who else - Ro n Riorda n. The
shooting of Riordan and the
rebounding of Joe Pacheco
allowed the Chargers to coast the
rest of the way.
Newark State clicked
offensively, but was forced to give
a taller New Haven squad the
boards 69-47. Jim Marino found
the range and came through with
a fine 29 point performance. Wil
Aikins wasn't far behind as the
sturdy sophomore connected for
26 markers. Alex Kennedy was
the only other Squire to hit
double figures, scoring 12 points.
T he win, ninth in the last 10
starts for New Haven and their
fourth in a row, boosted the
victors overall record to I 0-7 fo r
the season. Newark State coming
off a g igantic victory over
Montclair State, fell to 4-12 mark.

officially closed and a total of
nine teams will enter into the start
of the competition this week.
Games will be played each week
in either Gym B, Gym C, or Gym

D.
In the line up for the 1970
intramural basketball season are
the following teams: JEFF 440,
manager - Bob Leblein; THE
VECT ORS, manager Bob
Gianotti; ARABIAN KN IGHTS,
manager
Allen Wimberley;
D O UGALITE ALL-STA R S,
manager
Warren Daniels;
SPRANITZ, manager and captain
- Sal Mantegna, co-captain Rick Watson ; HOGANS, manager
and co-captain - Tom O'Donnell ,
co-captain - Tony Sa ; DWARFS ,
manager - Marty Bruno ; 44
EXPRESS No. 2, manager - Ron
Todd ; THUNDERBIRDS,
manager - Kermit Clements.

managed to jump the score with 9
points for the Spranitz.
Simultaneously , the Arabian
Knights, manager Allen
Wimberley , overcame the Hogans
by a forfeiture.
This season's basketball games
are being played in the R ound
Robin category. Games will be
played every Tuesday and
Thursday during the college free
hour beginning at 2:00 p.m .
Continuing the schedule in
successive games under director
Mr. Walter An dzel are :
February 12, 2:00 p.m. - Jeff
440 vs. Hogans, B; Vectors vs.
Dwarfs, C.
February 17, 2:00 p.m. Arabian Knights vs. 44 Express,
No. 2, B; Dougalite All-Stars vs.
Thunderbirds, C .
February 19, 2:00 p.m. Spranitz vs. Dwarfs , B; Jeff 440
vs. 44 Express, S No. 2, C.
Don't pass up this great
opportunity to see your favorite
team or player in action.
Remember the secon d game of
the season starts today at 2 :00
p.m. DON'T BE LATE!
Notice
Adler Lecture
Commemoration of the 100th
Anniversary of the Birth of
Alfred Adler., famed
psychologist. Presented by Dr.
Wi llia m Angers, Adlerian
authority. February 17th 12: 15 p.m. W100. All members
of the college community are
invited to attend.
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On-· T-he Ball ·
By Rick ·Watson
Repair and revamping of our athletic field will finally begin this
spring. The fence which will enclose the entire field will begin
construction, not bad considering it was proposed in 1967 for
construction. The area, designated as our baseball field , mainly because
it has a backstop and pitchers mound , however little else, will again be
used this season. Last spring the field was to be repai red but this event
ne.ver occurred. Also , construction of a new field and fence was
supposedly due to begin last summer. It has been mentioned that
perhaps members of the team AND other volunteers may have to repair
the field if things go like last year. The blame for this non-construction
and repairing does not completely fall on any one person's shoulders.
The Phys. Ed. depart ment has made their suggestions but certainly they
can't do the work. Jf anyone were to blame it would have to be the
state, and possibly the administration for not pushing along the
proposals hard enough. It seems illogical at this time to propose a major
in men 's phy sical education when they have no real fields to play on.
Baseball practice began this past week for pitchers and catchers.
From what I could see, this year we will have a formidable battery from
44, a team of eighteen will be selected. This small number was
derived as there is a limited amount of uniforms.
On Tuesday, prospective members of the lacrosse and golf teams
met in organizational meetings for their respective sports. Sixteen men
showed up for lacrosse which will begin practice on Monday, February
16. Coach Waterman would like to have about ten more players come
out so that practice scrimmages could be held. At the golf meeting,
only a hand ful of men showed but twelve have signed up.
Basketball games this week - Paterson State - Away - 8: 15
Jersey City Home - 8:00, Rhode Island College Home - 8:00.

Lacrosse

What is it?

the stick. Checking for those who
aren't familiar with the term,
This spri ng, Newark State will means contact, either body or
initiate a new sport, lacrosse. stick.
Long America's oldest contact
Enough of history, what is
sport - it dates back to an Indian lacrosse? The object of lacrosse is
contest called baggataway
to pass or carry a ball by
lacrosse now has become its . stickwork alone - only the goalie
fastest growing sport drawing 112 may actually touch it with his
colleges last spring, more than gloves - to a point where it can
by Tom O'Donnell

do uble th e number of a decade

be s Jarr,n1e d

into

the o p Ponont-a

ago . The r eas on for this goal. The modern game lasts an
popularity increase is that while it hour and is played by two ten
requires less brawn than football, man teams on a field 110 yards
it demand s quickness and a desire long. Slightly different from the
for combat which the Indians Indian version which was a form
of training warriors for combat,
brought to it.
The first lacrosse game on played between tribes taking days
record in American history to complete with goals miles apart
occurred on June 4 , 1763 at a fort and no time outs or substitutions .
in Michigan. The Chippewa and
Any good athlete can quickly
Sac Indians arranged the game in learn the fundamentals of the
honor of King George Ill and in game . SkilJs vital to other team
doing so flattered the British sports are also important in
soldiers who left the fort to lacrosse, passing from basketball,
watch. During the match the ball catching from baseball and
landed inside the fort being blocking from football are
retrieved by the Indians, who examples. Jim Brown, former
proceeded to butcher the garrison football star, now an actor was an
once inside.
alJ American lacrosse player.
In the early days of lacrosse Virtually the only new skill a
the balJ was much smalJer than player m u st learn is stick
today's. A favorite trick of many handling. Many college freshmen
players was to hide the balJ in with no experience at all go on to
their mouth as they ran for the make All American by their senior
goal. To find the balJ an opponent year.
had to cl ub the player hard
So this year if you see guys
enough to make it pop out - if he with funny looking sticks
had it. The rules are somewhat throwing around a hard rubber
more protective now , body balJ you will have some idea of
checking the ball carrier above the what is going on . At some schools
knees is permitted , so is stick the sport is played rain, mud or
checking - as long as it is snow however here at Newark
confined to the opponent's stick State only the fie ld has to be
or his arm, considered a part of contended with.

WANTED
REPORTERS, TYPISTS
do work on INDEPENDENT. If you
don't like the way things are being done,
don't just bitch - come on
and do something about them.
This is your chance!! !

